
Meeting Minutes - Community Climate Advisory Committee
[April 13, 2021]

The Community Climate Advisory Committee met virtually. Present: [Dennis Rigby, Jean Wiedenheft, John

Zakrasek, Kelzye Bedwell, Kristine Sorensen, Laura Barr, Mark Weldon, Megan Crawford, Mugisha

Bwenge, Rachel Maker, Carter Oswood, Ana McClain, Jason Snell, Sandi Fowler] all via Zoom video call.

Also present [Eric Holthaus of the city, Becky Alexander of LHB, and Abby Finis of Great Plains Institute].

Staff liaison Eric Holthaus announced that the meeting was held as an electronic regular City Council

meeting because a meeting in person was impossible or impractical due to concerns for the health and

safety of Community Climate Advisory Committee members, staff and the public presented by COVID-19.

Minutes
_____________________________________________________________

AGENDA

Welcome and Meeting Overview. Staff Liaison, Eric Holthaus, started the meeting with a round
of introductions. Abby Finis of Great Plains Institute reviews the meeting agenda of the CCAP
development timeline as we move into scenario planning and engagement, looking at a polished
draft in August.

Context for Climate Action Plan. Abby Finis reviewed the City’s Climate Resolution’s
overarching, decarbonization, and resilience goals. Abby defined and gave examples of key
terms that are used in the climate action plan: initiatives, strategies, actions, and scenarios.

Wedge Diagram and Scenario Plan. Becky Alexander of LHB introduces this section with a
review of the 2019 GHG Emissions baseline. Since over 70% of Cedar Rapids’ emissions are
associated with industrial processes, Becky introduces the corporate goals for industrial
emissions. Becky presents the non-industrial emissions. A reference scenario is examined,
which keeps emissions at current levels only accounting for population growth. There is a
question and discussion around corporate sustainability goals and accountability. Becky
explains strategies to help get emissions in the scenario to the goal levels. Strategies break
down into three categories: use less, use clean, offset remaining. Examples are given for
different sectors of emissions: ex. Electricity: Clean electric grid, local renewable energy, green
power purchase. The categories of strategies are: Electricity, Industrial, Waste, Commercial



Buildings, Residential Buildings, Transportation, Carbon Dioxide Removal. These strategies are
broad strategies that are supported by specific actions. Any action to reduce ghg should fit into
one of these strategies. There is some discussion around different carbon capture and
sequestration methods. Becky then shared slides with the wedge tool exploring different
examples of strategies used to reach goals. Different examples scenarios: High efficiency, high
decarbonization. Discussion around decarbonizing natural gas. An article on natural gas was
shared with the committee:

● “Helpful article on renewable natural gas - references studies on total capacity from
different sources:
https://www.greenbiz.com/article/7-things-know-about-renewable-natural-gas “

Identifying Co-benefits Exercise. Abby Finis leads an exercise brainstorming the benefits for
different strategies that will help inform the scenario we want to look for. The questions,
responses, and summary of the exercise is provided at the end of this document.

Refine Cedar Rapids’ Reduction Scenario Exercise. Abby Finis and Becky Alexander lead
an exercise asking the committee to use live polling program Mentimeter to explore prioritization
of reduction efforts:

https://www.greenbiz.com/article/7-things-know-about-renewable-natural-gas








Closing. Abby Finis closed the meeting with a review of the committee’s next steps:
● 4/13 – Develop the first draft of a scenario to meet the community’s emissions goals by

discussing how to balance different strategies



● April-May – Develop a scenario to address community resilience and define principles
for initiatives to support decision criteria

● May-June – Develop initiatives to support strategies
● June-July – Draft and refine plan

Due to a conflict of the next meeting, the next meeting will likely be moved to April 26th from 3-5
pm.

The meeting was adjourned at 5:00 PM.



Summary of Sector-Benefits from Cedar Rapids Climate Action Committee Brainstorm

Tuesday, April 13th, 2021

Benefits were considered across sectors, including multiple aspects of decarbonization by sector. The

summary here groups by broader sector.

Efficiency Benefits

● Reduction in Energy Costs

● Less Waste

● Job Opportunities (Advanced Technology)

● Improved Health

● Financial Incentives

● Infrastructure Longevity

● Increased Comfort for Building Users

Clean Electricity Benefits (both Grid and Local)

● Ease for Users (system change rather than

individual)

● Enhances efficacy of / key to all other strategies.

● Clean air (especially for frontline communities)

● Energy Independence

● Community Resilience (including emergency

power)

● Local Jobs

● Education

● Sense of Pride / Community Identity

● Environmental Justice and Equity Improvements

● Economic (both Increased Property Values and

Cost Savings (operational))

Building Electrification Benefits

● Safety

● Air Quality Improvements

● Streamlined Maintenance and Use

● Flexible / modular system for changes or updates

(and avoided infrastructure costs)

● Increased control to reduce energy costs (power

to unplug)

● Cost Savings (i.e., heat pumps)

● Product longevity

Travel Decarbonization Benefits

● Neighborhood / Community Awareness and

Benefit for Community Aesthetics

● Community and Relationship-building

● Health Benefits

● Safety (from driving less, and EV/alt vehicles are

safer)

● Increased Equity (anti-poverty measure to

support car-free living, as well as reduction in

gender disparities)

● Increased Free Time and ability to move around

the city, especially for youth

● Cleaner air

● Benefits to other modes (safer and more

accessible)

● Lower Cost (to individuals for maintenance and

fuel and also to community for infrastructure

and sprawl)

● Local Jobs

● Reduction in Noise Pollution

● Better Technology (BEVs) and Vehicle Longevity

(both for use and wealth generation)

Waste Reduction Benefits

● Opportunities for advanced technologies (like

cleaner electricity)

● Air Quality Improvement(s)

● Reduction of non-renewable resources

● Land conservation and increased land use

opportunities for more productive uses

● Cost savings (landfills are expensive to build and

maintain)

● Job opportunities in the reuse economy

● Reduction in hauling and associated costs ($,

emissions from waste hauling, impact to streets,

etc.)

● Creative outlets and educational opportunities

for recycled materials (both community and

businesses)

● Natural system benefits (i.e., Reduce risk to

water or soil contamination (both from

unmonitored landfills or general dumping, and

benefits to wildlife)

Natural Carbon Sequestration Benefits

● TBD – this topic will be unpacked at the next CAC

meeting



Long-form Notes from inter-sector brainstorm (same as live notes taken in powerpoint slides)

Building Energy Efficiency

Commercial Efficiency Both Residential Efficiency

• Do more w/ less (make

more beer, stretch dollars) –

higher productivity

• Increased comfort for

employees and customers

• Lower energy costs

• Less waste, conservation of

non-renewable resources

• Jobs in advanced tech

• Improved health

• Power of example

• Financial incentives

• Building (structural)

longevity

• Increased comfort

• Increased market value

• Lower rental costs

• More independence

(flexibility for how energy is

used and where it comes

from)

Clean Electricity

Clean Grid (utility scale) Both Local Renewable Energy

• Easier for users as it comes

clean already

• Key to other strategies (fuel

switching, electric

transportation)

• Clean air (air quality

improvement, especially for

frontline communities)

• Energy independence,

control, sense of pride

• Community approach build

community

• Resilience, emergency

power

• Local jobs

• Education

• Environmental justice –

solar accessibility

• Increase property values

• Cost savings

Building Electrification (Fuel Switching)

● Increased safety

● Improved indoor air quality



● Consistency for maintenance and use

● Ability to add on an appliance or add to system (avoided infrastructure costs) – easy to expand

systems

● Control your energy costs w/ the power to unplug

● Heat pumps are starting to show costs savings

● Cost saving

● Product longevity

Travel Strategies

Vehicle travel reduction Bot

h

Low- or zero-emissions vehicles

• Community/neighborhood awareness

• Health and safety

• Increased equity

• Community building (carpooling)

• Time for other things

• More and safer walking, biking, and busing

• Cleaner air

• Less noise

• Lower costs

• Vehicles last longer

• More available to more people

• Diverse land uses

• Improved community aesthetics

• Less wear and tear on streets

• More access to basic needs

• Better stormwater management/ increased capacity

• Anti-poverty (saving people money by reducing car dependency)

• Asset to children who have a broader experience, more

independence

• Decrease gender disparities for child rearing

• Decreased maintenance costs

• Decrease air pollution

• Decreased fuel costs

• EVs better to drive

• Decreased noise pollution

• Safer (no CO, more idling),

safety modules

• Need local installers for

charging equipment

• Enables local energy (vs. oil

from other countries)

• Hold value longer (ev)



• Fewer fatalities

Waste Reduction

● Cleaner air (capturing and using methane emissions)

● Reduce use of non-renewable resources

● Land conservation, opens land for more productive uses

● Reduces costs of maintaining landfill, and hauling

● Creates better and more jobs, less turnover

● Reuse economy can create jobs

● Reuse can save people money

● People can be more creative with their waste

● Can be educational for community and businesses

● Reduces litter, long-term pollution through biodegradable packaging

● Reduces soil contamination

● Lower the opportunity of people to dispose of waste inappropriately

● Friendly for animals (plastic waste)




